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Are we in a recession—and what 

does this mean for marketers?

As an ambassador marketing company, we’re not entirely equipped to 

answer the question: Are we in a recession? But, we can talk all day about 

in�luencer marketing.

 

This webinar helps shift traditional recessionary behaviors from short-term 

savings to long-term investments.

 

Feat. Founder & CEO James Nord & VP of Strategy Grace Murray, the 

webinar offered alternatives to standard recession thinking, how marketers 

can navigate recessionary environments, and why in�luencers are the best 

long-term solution.

Spending less

 

Money-wasting tactics

 

Paying to interrupt

Spending wisely

 

Driving more value

Paying to be part of 

the conversation
Watch the full recording of the webinar here!

https://youtu.be/37VFOh0Z7lA


 

Brands traditionally navigate

recessionary environments in a few ways:

1

Budget constriction or elimination

Increased scrutiny on spend

Default to higher ROAS activities and “performance” marketing

Less experimentation and risk taking

01

02

03

04

What a Future Recession Means for In�luencer Marketing: Budgets, Strategy & Partnerships

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__9XyY4SDq8&list=PLPdouIkkp06X3F1mAihE33hNaToI1loY4&index=20&ab_channel=Fohr


Marketers & brand leaders should 

aim to balance short-term 

thinking with future-proofing: 

Influencer marketing is inevitably 

a part of that future.
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The Generational Gap in TV 
Consumption

40% of Gen Z prefers searching via 

TikTok or Instagram over Google.



The inherent value of influencer 

marketing is that you don’t pay to 

interrupt; you pay to enter the 

conversation.
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AD

AD
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Influencers help you enter the 

conversation, not interrupt it.



Influencer-produced content 

outperforms brand content due to 

authenticity, diversity & 

resonance.
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Brand Produced 

vs. Influencer Led

Content Diversity

Content Authenticity 

+ Resonance



The shift from brand creation to 

curation has led to demand for 

influencer content across the full 

marketing stack.
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Looking Back Looking Ahead

Brand 

Content

TV

Print

Digital

+
Influencer

content

Influencer
Content

TV

Print

Digital

Paid Ad

Influencer

content

Influencer

content

Influencer

content

Influencer

content



Social Media Accounts

Seamlessly blend with content 

on consumer’s feeds. UGC 

looks native to the channel, 

receiving higher engagement 

than studio-shot creative.

Paid Social

Wield a large collection of 

relatable content to 

continuously deliver highly 

targeted, personalized ads.

Websites

Increase conversions by 

incorporating UGC in 

product imagery, 

testimonials, and 

customer stories.

Email Marketing

Deliver personalized emails 

to diverse customer 

segments based on who is 

most likely to engage with 

that content.

Outdoor Signage

Not dead, Some of the 

world’s largest brands are 

using in�luencers as the new 

poster children for billboards, 

in-store promotions, etc. 

Influencer Content





Increased appetite for influencer 

work means new pain points but also 

opportunities for individual growth 

and internal leadership.
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Cross-team Comms

03

Budget Strain

02

Changing or Expanding KPIs

In�luencer rates bundled

Extensive (or default) usage terms

Dif�iculty communicating variability

 

In�lux of requests for content

Minimal context provided 

Team education needs

 

"Two birds one stone" mentality

Under-estimation of nuance

New objectives mid-campaign



Here are several ways to help 

alleviate these new pain points 

while under increased pressure to 

drive value:
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True reach  

Blog traf�ic  

Testimonials  

Consistent over-delivery

Economies of scale from in�luencers 

Level of effort estimates from Fohr 

Deliverables and 
Cadence

Brand Preference Prior Performance

Polished YouTube vs sel�ie  

Time + level of effort

Production Time

Entrepreneurs and business owners  

Industry leaders and experts

Expertise and Demand

Authenticity gap vs organic topic

Overly prescriptive brief driving low 

acceptance rate 

Briefing Sensitivity

Term / period of time 

Type / .com, print, OOH, paid ads

1 x month paid usage = +25% of deliverable $

Usage

Term and media type

Category vs product vs direct competitor  

 

 

Exclusivity Product Value and 
Desirability

Anticipated acceptance rate 

Brand cache + alignment 

First campaign / unknown  

client preferences 

C

Educate yourself, peers and leaders about factors impacting rates.



Email Template: Shortening Reposting

Hi [team member],

 

Hope you are well! I know we're all heads down juggling a lot right now 

and have an increased mindfulness around budgets, so wanted to 

reach out to con�irm something with you.

 

Content usage rights are an increasingly important factor in how 

in�luencers and their agents are pricing out their content. The main 

factors are type (that is, whether it's simply being reposted on social, 

vs being used in more signi�icant capacities that leverage their name 

and likeness more heavily, such as .com, emailers, paid media, etc) and 

term. The industry default has typically been 6 x months right to repost 

on social, but increasingly we're seeing this drive up costs  

during negotiation. 

 

Are you ok with us reducing our default right to repost to be 1 x month? 

There's a seasonality and timeliness to our content that means it's 

generally re-shared quite quickly, and I want to avoid rates being 

unnecessarily in�lated. If your team anticiaptes needing to keep an 

extended usage term, I'd love to set up some time to discuss planning 

for some budget allocation from your team as we look ahead at 2023 to 

support this need. 

 

Thank you! 

Email Template: Prepping for Budget Share in 2023

Hi [team member], 

 

Hope you are well! 

 

Reaching out to set up a conversation sometime in the next few weeks 

regarding 2023 planning as it relates to in�luencer content usage 

across channels.

 

We're so excited to see a rapidly growing appetite to be utilizing 

in�luencer content in our emailers, on .com, in paid ads and more. 

We're looking forward to collaborating more with your team on 

understanding needs and goals, as well as how those needs may 

impact cross-team budgets. Content usage rights are an increasingly 

important factor in how in�luencers and their agents are pricing out 

their content, so we want to ensure we're spending effectively and 

delivering your team content that drives toward your objectives.

 

I'd love to set up some time to discuss planning for some budget 

allocation from your team as we look ahead at 2023 to support  

this need. 

 

Thank you! 

Reduce usage waste and share the burden of budget impacts.



Source based on invisible influence metrics and tactics. 

Demand is the #1 factor that influences rates.

Achieved Impressions / Reach

Invisible Influence Unlock

Invisible Influence Unlock

Invisible Influence Unlock

Link Clicks / Sales Conversion

Successful, long-term partners



Click on IG story

Paid ad 

Save item to cart

Competitor comparison 

Paid ad

Purchase
Influencer Post

Purchase justification

Saved post

Purchase consideration

Additional influencer post

Independent research

 

START
END

Insist on cross-departmental shared results to protect 

and grow your budgets. Attribution is difficult when 

influencers are often the "first click."  



Content Repurpose Frequency

 

"We're thrilled to see so much in�luencer 

content be reposted on social. As we look 

ahead at planning, it'd be so helpful to know 

how many assets you'd like to have per month 

for reposting across channels, as well as any 

insights on in�luencer / creator content in 

comparison to branded content performance."

Social Team

Comparative Performance Insights

 

"Excited to supply the in�luencer content for 

usage in paid ads for a term of [insert]. We 

want to ensure we're sharing learnings across 

teams, so upon completion, we'd love to see 

any data and insights you have regarding how 

in�luencer content compares to brand creative, 

and any messaging trends in high performing 

assets to inform potential future creative."

Paid Team

Click-Throughs and Conversions

 

"We loved seeing the content utilized in 

emailers! Can you please provide CTR (and any 

additional data you have available), as well as 

how it stacked up against benchmark of brand-

produced creative? Also, any insights on sales 

lift or conversions are always invaluable to see."

Ecomm + Email

Results to Request for Planning and Budgeting 



Hello, we're Fohr. 
An ambassador 
marketing company.

Fohr has changed the game since 2013. We do two things—run best-in-class 

campaigns for some of the biggest brands in the world, and combine technology 

and analytics to create tools for brands, influencers, and our agency.

 

Recruit your biggest fans using our Ambassador Management Platform (AMP).

 Schedule a Demo

http://fohr.co/amp-demo?utm_source=report&utm_medium=pdf&utm_term=organic&utm_campaign=brand-all-webinar-in-this-economy-takeaways

